
 

SMCC a critical partner in Brunswick’s renewal  
GUEST COLUMN  
Ronald Cantor  

There’s an old wisdom, expressed in many different ways, that with every end 
comes a new beginning. 

That’s certainly the case with the closing of the Brunswick Naval Air Station. 
Commissioned in 1943, BNAS was a key part of the Greater Brunswick 
community for decades. It was an economic force, affecting the region with the 
sheer volume of sailors and their families. They ate locally, shopped in local 
downtowns and bought cars from nearby dealerships. Their dollars trickled 

through the region. 

It was a cultural force. The P3 Orions that soared slowly overhead marked Brunswick as a Navy 
town. The schools were richer for the diversity of base children. Yearly airshows were a draw for 
everyone in the area. Navy retirees came back to Brunswick decade after decade, making a life in 
the beautiful community where they once enjoyed a deployment or two. 

It was a physical force, as well, with 1,700 acres consumed with the housing, offices, hangars, 
runways and more that make up the geographic presence — smack dab in the middle of the busy 
Mid-coast. 

But as surely as BNAS has ended, new beginnings have taken hold. 

There’s the commercial, with enterprises such as Mölnlycke Health Care, Oxford Networks and 
Kestrel Aircraft occupying buildings and space, providing jobs and services at the former base, 
now called Brunswick Landing. 

Then there’s educational, with our offerings at Southern Maine Community College’s Midcoast 
Campus growing strong in our first year of operations. We started with about 70 students in fall 
2011, and this year have 377 students taking courses at our Midcoast Campus. It is a true and 
positive beginning — we plan to grow that student body to 2,000. 

In rooms where Naval officers were once briefed before missions, we’re now teaching Mainers 
about sociology, business, art, nursing and more. 
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Our Mid-coast story has been told before, in these pages and elsewhere. It is something of which 
we’re proud — it is one of our many beginnings throughout the region. 

Another project we’re equally proud of at our Midcoast Campus is our new and extensive 
collaboration with the University of Maine. It’s an exciting partnership between Maine’s largest 
university and Maine’s largest community college. 

SMCC’s new pre-engineering and composites programs are co-located with UMaine’s 
engineering programs in MATEC, our brand new Maine Advanced Technology and Engineering 
Center. It’s a centerpiece of our campus that links our curricula and UMaine’s, and provides a 
pipeline of skilled engineers to grow Maine’s economy. 

SMCC Pre-Engineering is a unique two-year pre-engineering associate’s degree program that 
provides students with an accessible and affordable start to their engineering studies and prepares 
them to transfer to any of the engineering and engineering technology programs at UMaine, or 
the University of Southern Maine. 

UMaine’s Brunswick Engineering Program offers the first two years of the bachelor’s degree in 
engineering with a new and innovative, project based curriculum that integrates engineering, 
math and science. After completing the BEP curriculum, students then continue at UMaine to 
earn degrees in civil, mechanical, electrical or computer engineering, or may transfer to USM. 

Together, SMCC and UMaine are providing new opportunities for Mainers — particularly those 
in the Mid-coast. We are doing what is required and demanded of us as leading state institutions: 
working together to find efficiencies, provide new paths to success and prepare the work force 
that will revive Maine’s economy. 

We’re a critical part of the network that is educating engineers and putting them out into the 
work force. Studies show that engineers educated in Maine tend to stay here — and that 
strengthens the Maine economy, and provides the innovators we need to move this state forward. 

Like all beginnings, this collaboration is just the start of the story. There are many chapters yet to 
come.  

RONALD CANTOR is president of Southern Maine Community College.  
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